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Abstract—Continuous-flow microfluidic large-scale integration
(mLSI) shows increasing importance in biological/chemical fields,
thanks to its advantages in miniaturization and high throughput.
Current mLSI is designed manually, which is time-consuming
and error-prone. In recent years, design automation research
for mLSI has evolved rapidly, aiming to replace manual labor
by computers. However, previous design automation approaches
used to design each microfluidic layer separately and over-
simplify the layer interactions to various degrees, which resulted
in a gap between realistic requirements and automatically-
generated designs. In this work, we propose a module model
library to accurately model microfluidic components involving
layer interactions; and we propose a co-layout synthesis tool,
Columba, which generates AutoCAD-compatible designs that
fulfill all designs rules and can be directly used for mask fab-
rication. Columba takes plain-text netlist descriptions as inputs,
and performs simultaneous placement and routing for multiple
layers while ensuring the planarity of each layer. We validate
Columba by fabricating two of its output designs. Columba is
the first design automation tool that can seamlessly synchronize
with the manufacturing flow.

Index Terms—continuous-flow, microfluidics, microfluidic
large-scale integration, mLSI, physical design, mixed integer
linear programming.

I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous-flow microfluidic large-scale integration (mLSI)
has been widely applied in the last decade. By performing
precise control of small reagent volume, mLSI shows ad-
vantages in efficiency and accuracy in high-throughput ap-
plications [1] [2] [3] [4]. The precise control is supported
by layer interactions between multiple microfluidic layers. On
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Figure 1: The design of a nucleic acid processor [3] automati-
cally synthesized by the proposed tool Columba. (a) A switch.
(b) A rotary mixer.

mLSI, the mainstream structure consists of two layers: a flow
layer and a control layer. Reaction samples and reagents are
imported from external instruments along defined channels in
the flow layer, and activated by manipulating the pressure
in the control channels in the control layer. Figure 1 shows
an mLSI design where control channels are indicated with
green dye and flow channels are indicated with red dye. Layer
interactions happen at valves, which are specific crossings of
control and flow channels. As shown in Figure 1(a), valves
are formed at those intersections of a control channel with a
flow channel where the width of the control channel surpasses
a given threshold. The pressure in the wide control segment
of a valve results in a shape change of the membrane between
the control layer and the flow layer, and thus blocks the
fluid transportation in the corresponding flow channel segment.
With this mechanism, flexible flow paths can be formed, and
thus fluids are guided to their intended directions despite the
crossings of flow channels. Valves enable the construction of
complex microfluidic components such as rotary mixers as
shown in Figure 1(b), and enlarge the scope of microfluidic
applications significantly.

As the complexity of microfluidic applications increases,
more complicated layer interactions need to be treated in the
design process. Manual design of highly complex mLSI chips
is time-consuming and error-prone, and thus slows down the
optimization and implementation processes in microfluidic de-
vice development. In recent years, design automation research
for mLSI has evolved rapidly and now provides a promising
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solution to this problem.
The physical design for mLSI can be modeled as two in-

teracting single-layered problems. The single-layered problem
is a classic problem in the design automation field. It has a
relatively smaller problem space compared with multi-layered
problems, but needs to satisfy more design constraints such
as architecture planarity. Different from multi-layered designs,
where routing paths are usually allowed to overlap as long as
they can be assigned to different layers, in single-layered de-
signs, overlapping of on-chip components is either completely
prohibited or penalized with significant costs, which greatly
shrinks the solution space and raises the design difficulty. So
far, new algorithms are still constantly proposed to solve the
classic single-layered electronic circuit problems [5] [6].

As for mLSI, control layer design and flow layer design
can be treated as two single-layered problems, where the
control layer is prohibited from channel crossing, and the flow
layer allows channel crossings but penalizes them with extra
costs. However, existing solutions for single-layered electronic
circuits cannot solve the microfluidic design problem, since the
control and flow layers interact with each other through valves.
Valves are implemented to guide the fluid direction in the flow
layer, and are connected to pressure sources by the control
channels in the control layer, which means that the control
layer design depends on the placement of the corresponding
to-be-controlled flow channels. Therefore, independent design
for the flow layer is very likely to harm the routability of
control channels.

In addition, there are two design factors in continuous-flow
microfluidics that should be treated with caution: pressure
sharing and netlist planarization.

Pressure sharing arises from the concern that the number
of inlets/outlets on a chip is limited. Inlets/Outlets are punch
holes on continuous-flow microfluidics used for pressure or
fluid communication with external instruments. Compared
with microfluidic channels which have a standard width of
0.1mm, a standard inlet/outlet has a size of 1mm2 and thus
occupies much more chip area [7]. In particular, complex
applications require complicated valve actuation, which can
result in a large number of control inlets/outlets that is beyond
the manufacturing capability. A common approach to deal with
this problem is pressure sharing [8] [9], which finds groups of
valves that can share the same pressurizing sequence, without
affecting the original functionality. This approach enables
valves in the same group to share one single control inlet, but
requires extra routing efforts to support the interconnection.

A netlist describes the logical connections among microflu-
idic components. Mathematical research demonstrates that not
all logical connections can be transformed as physical connec-
tions in a 2D plane without introducing any crossing (i.e., can
be drawn as a planar graph) [10]. Therefore, we enable channel
crossings in the flow layer by introducing valves at cross points
to guide the flow direction. As introducing additional valves
results in additional routing burden on the control layer, it is
essential to synchronize the two layers whenever flow channels
cross.

Due to the above-mentioned design difficulties, exist-
ing design automation work only demonstrated partial so-

lutions, which either focused on singled-layered placement
or routing [8] [9], or simplified the problem by omit-
ting inlets/outlets [11] [12] and assuming a naturally planar
netlist [13]. An alternative is to apply homogeneous de-
signs [14] [15]. However, though the homogeneous structure
alleviates design difficulty, new challenges arise such as fluid
routing, contamination owing to resource reuse, and assay
scheduling prolongation. So far, no previous work was able
to generate complete designs for mLSI, and thus could not
synchronize with the manufacturing flow.

In this paper, we propose a module model library to
accurately model microfluidic components involving layer
interactions; and we propose a co-layout synthesis tool named
Columba, which generates AutoCAD-compatible designs that
fulfill all design rules and can be directly used for mask
fabrication. Columba takes plain-text netlist descriptions as
inputs, and performs simultaneous placement and routing for
multiple layers while ensuring the planarity of each layer. We
validate the ability of Columba by fabricating two of its output
designs. Columba is the first design automation tool that can
seamlessly synchronize with the manufacturing flow.

II. MODULE MODEL FOR MICROFLUIDICS

On mLSI, operations depend on valve actuation, which
brings layer interaction for fluid control. Therefore, we treat
valves as the constituent elements of compound functional
modules such as mixers, reaction chambers and switches, and
propose a library to accurately model the inner-structure as
well as inter-communication constraints of these modules.

We use the term module model to indicate an initial physical
architecture for a specific type of microfluidics. The explicit
design of each microfluidic component is refined from its
corresponding module model. Figure 2 shows our module
models proposed for mixers, switches, reaction chambers, and
inlets/outlets. In our library, each module model is drawn
as a bounding box with pins on its boundary for inter-
communication. We allow the rotation of the bounding boxes
to support more placement and routing solutions. Inside of
the bounding boxes, flow channels are drawn as blue lines,
control channels are drawn as green lines, and valves are
drawn as orange rectangles. Channels drawn by dashed lines
can be extended to satisfy different application requirements.
In practice, the width of normal control channels is smaller
than the width of valves, but we omit this difference in our
module models for the sake of design convenience.

Our module model library enables us to model the com-
plicated valve behavior as pin selection problems. Each valve
is connected to one or two control pins of its corresponding
modules. The selection of pins specifies the explicit inner-
structure of a module. If a valve or a channel segment is not
connected to any selected pin, it will be removed from the
eventual design. Details of the selection are discussed in the
following module descriptions.

Mixers are the common platforms for highly efficient
mixing operations. Figure 2(a) shows our module model for
mixers. The model consists of a ring-shaped flow channel
segment, six valves for fluid control, two groups of valves
forming peristaltic pumps, and several corresponding control
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Figure 2: Module models: (a) Mixer. (b) A possible configu-
ration for a mixer. (c) Provided options to connect the left-
down valve (v2) of the mixer module. (d) Switch. (e) Reaction
chamber. (f) Control inlet. (g) Flow inlet/outlet.

TABLE I: Pin binding options to actuate valves.

mixer

v0 {p0},{p1},{p0,p1}

v1 {p2},{p3},{p2,p3}

v2 {p4},{p6},{p4,p5},{p4,p6},{p6,p7}

v3 {p9},{p11},{p8,p9},{p9,p11},{p10,p11}

v4 {p16},{p18},{p16,p17},{p16,p18},{p18,p19}

v5 {p21},{p23},{p20,p21},{p21,p23},{p22,p23}

P {p12},{p13},{p12,p13},{p12,p14},{p13,p15}

P {p14},{p15},{p14,p15}

switch

v0 {p0},{p1},{p0,p1}

v1 {p2},{p3},{p2,p3}

v2 {p4},{p5},{p6},{p7},{p4,p5}, {p4,p7},{p5,p6},{p6,p7}

v2 {p4},{p5},{p6},{p7},{p4,p5}, {p4,p7},{p5,p6},{p6,p7}

... ... (analogous to v2 and v2)

reaction chamber

v0 {p0},{p1},{p0,p1}

v1 {p2},{p3},{p2,p3}

channels. The mixer module model is up-down asymmetric,
which means rotating the module can result in four different
orientations. The model shown in Figure 2(a) is horizontally
placed without rotation. Our module model provides two
options P and P̄ for the peristaltic pump, only one of which
needs to be applied to perform the peristaltic protocol, and the
other is removed from the eventual design. For each pump, we
support two different physical structures composed of either
three or four valves to enable flexible pin access. Our module
model also provides multiple binding options for each valve.
Figure 2(b) shows a possible configuration for a mixer, and
Figure 2(c) shows five binding options provided for valve v2.
If v2 is at the end of a pressure transportation path, it can be
accessed either from the bottom side through pin p4 or from
the upper side through pin p6. If v2 is a transfer station along a
pressure transportation path (i.e., v2 shares pressure with other
valves), it can be accessed either through pins on opposite
module boundaries ((p4,p6)), or through pins on the same
boundaries ((p4,p5), (p6,p7)). The detailed pin binding options
for each valve and pump are listed in Table I. As shown in the
table, our module model enables 32·54·(5+3)=45000 variants
of the mixer structure, and thus provides strong support for
flexible placement and routing strategies.

Switches are used to guide the fluid direction when flow
channels cross. Figure 2(d) shows our module model for
switches. The model consists of one main flow channel and
several flow channel junctions. The number of junctions in a
switch can be managed to support different communication
protocols. For each channel junction, one of the flow pins
on opposite module boundaries will be chosen to form the
expected transportation path. Channel segments connecting the
main channel with the unchosen pins will be removed from
the eventual design. Note that flow pin selection influences
the valve implementation since valves controlling the removed
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Figure 3: Chip production process supported by Columba.

flow channels will also be removed. Our switch module model
also provides multiple binding options for each valve, the
details are shown in Table I.

Reaction chambers are general platforms for many differ-
ent operations [16] [17] [18]. A reaction chamber usually
consists of a flow channel segment with two valves at both
ends. Figure 2(e) shows our module model for reaction cham-
bers. The height and width of the chamber are adjustable to
support different application requirements. Detailed binding
options for the two valves are listed in Table I.

Inlets/Outlets are punch holes on continuous-flow mi-
crofluidics for pressure or fluid communication with external
instruments. Figure 2(f) and (g) show our module models for
control and flow inlets/outlets, respectively. The models are
designed according to the specifications in [7]. For the sake
of planarity, each inlet/outlet possesses only one pin, which
can be located anywhere on the module boundary.

III. OVARALL FLOW OF COLUMBA

Columba is the first design automation tool for continuous-
flow microfluidics that can synchronize with the manufacturing
flow. We depict the complete chip production process sup-
ported by Columba in Figure 3.

The input of the production process is a plain-text primitive
netlist of the required design, which specifies the number,
type, dimension, and logic connection of the required mixers,
reaction chambers, and flow inlets/outlets, as well as particular
execution constraints such as mixers or reaction chambers
executing in parallel. Columba starts its design process with
netlist planarization, which transforms the primitive netlist
into a planarity-guaranteed netlist by adding switch modules
to the netlist. The refined netlist is then taken as the input for
physical synthesis. Columba models the physical synthesis
problem as a linear optimization problem, and solves it pro-

gressively in four sequential phases: global layout generation
phase outputs a layout topology and specifies the pressure
sharing relation among valves; pin allocation phase then
details the design by performing explicit channel routing;
inlet/outlet restoration phase further complements the design
by adding inlets/outlets back to the design. After the first
three physical synthesis phases, a valid design that fulfills
all design-rules will be achieved. This design will be taken
by the iterative refinement phase to pursue chip area and
channel length reduction. When the improvement achieved
in the refinement phase is smaller than a given threshold,
the physical synthesis process terminates and the output will
be sent for result interpretation and transformed into an
AutoCAD [19] script. This script can be directly read by
AutoCAD and then exported for mask fabrication and chip
manufacture. We demonstrate two fabricated microfluidic
biochips in Section VII.

IV. NETLIST PLANARIZATION

The input of Columba is a primitive netlist in plain-text
format, which specifies the number, type, dimension and logic
connection of the required mixers, reaction chambers and
flow inlets/outlets. Switches and control inlets/outlets are not
required to be specified in this primitive netlist, since their
implementation highly depends on the chip physical structure,
and thus can hardly be predicted by biochip end-users.

As we have mentioned in Section I, not all logical con-
nections can be transformed as physical connections in a 2D
plane without introducing any crossing. For continuous-flow
microfluidic design, when transforming the logic connections
specified in the primitive netlist into physical connections, i.e.
placement and routing solutions, flow channel crossings can
be inevitable. In order to guarantee feasible fluid transportation
paths, switches need to be implemented at flow channel junc-
tions. So far, previous design automation work either neglects
this issue or introduces switches arbitrarily when performing
physical synthesis [11] [20] [21]. However, the implementation
of switches not only affects flow channels but also results in
extra routing efforts in the control layer for the actuation of
valves. Since previous approaches cannot foresee the existence
of switches and thus cannot reserve appropriate resources for
them, the feasibility of the designs cannot be guaranteed.

Columba embeds a netlist planarization approach before
physical synthesis to solve this problem. It adds switches
to the netlist and thus turns the primitive netlist into a
planarity-guaranteed netlist, where every logic connection can
be transformed into feasible flow channel connection without
introducing any channel crossing. The new netlist clearly spec-
ifies the number of switches, the number of channel junctions
in each switch, and logic connections among switches and
other modules, which enables our physical synthesis algorithm
to model the resource usage accurately.

Before introducing the proposed netlist planarization, we
first take a look at the formal definition of planarity. Planarity
is defined in Kuratowski’s theorem [10]: a graph is planar if
and only if the graph does not contain a subgraph that is a
subdivision of K5 or of K3,3. Based on this theorem, we give
the following lemma:
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Figure 4: (a) Subdivision examples of K5 and K3,3. (b)
An example of introducing and merging Type-I modules
(switches) to planarize the netlist.

Lemma. For a graph G= (V,E) that does not contain a
barycentric subdivision of K5 or K3,3, G is non-planar only
if there exist two adjacent vertices v0,v1∈V both with degrees
larger than or equal to 3.

To verify this lemma, we aim to show that a non-barycentric
subdivision of K5 or K3,3 contains two adjacent vertices
v0,v1 ∈ V both with degrees larger than or equal to 3. A
barycentric subdivision is a special subdivision that subdivides
each edge of the respective graph. As shown in Figure 4(a),
a non-barycentric subdivision of K5 contains at least two
adjacent vertices both with degree 4, and a non-barycentric
subdivision of K3,3 contains at least two adjacent vertices both
with degree 3.

Corollary. In the graph G= (V,E) representing the input
netlist, if G contains no barycentric subdivision of K5 or of
K3,3 as its subgraph, and for every vertex with a degree larger
than or equal to 3, each of its adjacent vertices has a degree
no more than 2, the graph is planar.

Based on the derived corollary, we classify our modules into
two types: Type-I includes switch modules with unconstrained
degree, and Type-II includes mixers, reaction chambers, and
inlet/outlet modules with a degree limited to no more than
2. As shown in Figure 4(b), white circles represent Type-
I modules and black circles represent Type-II modules. If a
Type-II module needs to receive inputs from or deliver outputs
to multiple other Type-II modules, instead of connecting these
modules directly with each other, we connect them with Type-
I modules as transfer stations to meet the degree limitation.
If two Type-I modules are connected directly with each other,
we will merge them together to form a new Type-I module.
Therefore, for every two adjacent modules, at least one of them
has the degree restricted to no more than 2, which means the
netlist graph must be planar.

When no new Type-I module is introduced and no more
modules are merged, a check for the existence of barycentric
subdivision will then be performed. If a barycentric subdivi-
sion of K5 or K3,3 is ascertained, we will arbitrarily pick 2
Type-I modules from this subdivision and merge them together
until no more barycentric subdivision exists, so that the netlist
planarity can be guaranteed.

V. CO-LAYOUT PHYSICAL SYNTHESIS

With the planarized netlist, Columba solves the physical
synthesis problem progressively in four sequential phases.
Each phase is modeled as a mathematical linear optimization
problem, sharing some general modeling characteristics.
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Figure 5: (a) Channel model. (b) Module model (dimension).
(c)(d)(e)(f) Non-overlapping rectangles ra and rb.

A. General Modeling Characteristics

We model the physical structure of continuous flow mi-
crofluidics as points and lines in a 2D coordinate plane and
describe the design constraints as linear formulas. In this
paragraph, we introduce the common constraints shared by
our four physical synthesis phases.

1) Module, Channel and Chip Area

The fundamental building blocks in our mathematical mod-
els are modules and channels, which are specified by charac-
teristic points.

For a module mj with index j∈N, we specify the coordi-
nates of its center point as (mj,x,mj,y), and we specify the
width and height of the module as mj,w and mj,h. Thus, we
can specify the module boundaries as mj,le,mj,ri,mj,up,mj,lo,
where mj,le=mj,x− 1

2mj,w, mj,ri=mj,x+ 1
2mj,w, mj,up=

mj,y+ 1
2mj,h, and mj,lo =mj,y− 1

2mj,h, as shown in Fig-
ure 5(a). We denote the set of all modules in a design as
M .

We model a channel as a polyline connected with two
modules. As shown in Figure 5(b), for a channel ci with
index i∈N, we denote its segments as segi,0,··· ,segi,n−2,n∈
N,n≥ 2; and its bending points as bi,0,··· ,bi,n−1, thereof
bi,k and bi,k+1 with 0≤k≤n−2, k∈N are called the ends
of the segment segi,k; and bi,0 and bi,n−1 are called the
ends of the channel ci. We model the length of segi,k as
the Manhattan distance between its segment ends, which is
denoted by a continuous variable li,k and confined by the
following constraints:

(bi,k,x−bi+1,k,x)+(bi,k,y−bi+1,k,y)≤ li,k, (1)
(bi,k,x−bi+1,k,x)+(bi+1,k,y−bi,k,y)≤ li,k, (2)
(bi+1,k,x−bi,k,x)+(bi,k,y−bi+1,k,y)≤ li,k, (3)
(bi+1,k,x−bi,k,x)+(bi+1,k,y−bi,k,y)≤ li,k. (4)

We denote the set of all channels in a design as C. For each
ci∈C, we denote the set of all segments in ci as Sci and the
set of all bending points in ci as Bci .

We introduce two continuous variables: xτ , yτ to represent
the x-dimension and the y-dimension of a chip, and we
denote max{xτ ,yτ} as a continuous variable dτ . The related
constraints are listed as follows:

xτ ≤dτ , yτ ≤dτ ; (5)

∀ci∈C, ∀(bi,k,x,bi,k,y)∈Bci ,

ρc≤bi,k,x≤xτ−ρc, (6)
ρc≤bi,k,y≤yτ−ρc; (7)
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∀mj ∈M ,

ρm≤mj,le, (8)
mj,ri≤xτ−ρm, (9)
ρm≤mj,do, (10)

mj,up≤yτ−ρm; (11)

where ρc (resp. ρm) is a user-defined constant representing
the minimum spacing distance from a channel (resp. a module
boundary) to the chip boundary.

2) Prohibition on Overlapping Modules and Channels

Our planarity-guaranteed netlist ensures the feasibility for
Columba to generate a design without any overlapping mod-
ules and channels.

In order to model the area consumption of channels, we
consider each channel segment as the diagonal of a virtual
rectangle. An example is shown in Figure 5(b), where the gray
rectangle ri1 represents the area consumption of its diagonal
segi,1. For a channel segment segi,k, we denote the coor-
dinates of its two ends as (bi,k,x,bi,k,y), (bi,k+1,x,bi,k+1,y),
and specify the boundaries of its virtual rectangle rik by
rik,le,rik,ri,rik,up,rik,lo, where rik,le = min{bi,k,x,bi,k+1,x},
rik,ri = max{bi,k,x,bi,k+1,x}, ri,k,up = max{bi,k,y,bi,k+1,y},
and ri,k,lo=min{bi,k,y,bi,k+1,y}, linearized by the following
constraints:

ra,ri≥bi,k,x, ∧ ra,ri≥bi,k+1,x, (12)
ra,up≥bi,k,y, ∧ ra,up≥bi,k+1,y, (13)
ra,le≤bi,k,x, ∧ ra,le≤bi,k+1,x, (14)
ra,lo≤bi,k,y, ∧ ra,lo≤bi,k+1,y. (15)

For the convenience of description, in this paragraph, we
also use the notation rj to represent the area consumption of
a module mj , where rj,le=mj,le, rj,ri=mj,ri, rj,up=mj,up,
and rj,lo=mj,lo.

As shown in Figure 5(c)(d)(e)(f), there are four possible
relative locations for two nearby rectangles ra and rb without
area overlap. We model these relative locations as the follow-
ing constraints:

ra,ri≤rb,le−ρa,b+q1M, (16)
ra,up≤rb,lo−ρa,b+q2M, (17)
ra,le≥rb,ri+ρa,b−q3M, (18)
ra,lo≥rb,up+ρa,b−q4M, (19)

q1+q2+q3+q4 =3, (20)

where q1, q2, q3, and q4 are auxiliary binary variables, M
is an extremely large auxiliary constant, and ρa,b is the user-
defined minimum spacing distance between ra and rb. With
(20), exactly one of q1, q2, q3, and q4 must be 0, which means
the relative position of every two nearby rectangles must fulfill
one of the above mentioned four situations.

3) Objective

Our four physical synthesis phases share some general
optimization objectives, i.e. chip area reduction and channel
length reduction.

Chip area is an important metric to evaluate a continuous-
flow microfluidic design. Smaller chips require less manu-
facturing cost and provide convenience for microscope ob-
servation. Besides the x-dimension xτ and the y-dimension
yτ of the chip, we also include the continuous variable
dτ = max{xτ ,yτ} into the optimization objective to balance
the two dimensions.

Channel length is another metric to evaluate a continuous-
flow microfluidic design, since long channels raise reliability
and yield concerns [22]. For each channel ci∈C, we compute
its length as the total length of its segments

∑
segi,k∈Sci

li,k.

B. Global Layout Generation

The global layout generation phase aims to decide the layout
topology, setting the foundation for the posterior optimization
phases.

1) Model Reduction for Modules and Channels

In the global layout generation phase, we perform model
reduction for modules and channels to alleviate computing
effort.

Our module models for mixers, reaction chambers and
switches proposed in Section II are asymmetric, i.e. ro-
tating the modules can change the module orientation
and thus affect the physical synthesis solutions. Columba
omits the influence of module rotation in the global lay-
out generation phase, and models each module mj ∈M
as a simple square bounding box, the side length of
which is set as max{mj,h,mj,w}. With center point co-
ordinate (mj,x,mj,y), the module boundaries can be com-
puted by mj,le =mj,x− 1

2 max{mj,h,mj,w}, mj,ri =mj,x+
1
2 max{mj,h,mj,w}, mj,up =mj,y+ 1

2 max{mj,h,mj,w}, and
mj,lo =mj,y− 1

2 max{mj,h,mj,w}. Pins are omitted in this
phase, and channels are routed to center points of modules
instead.

In the global layout generation phase, a channel ci∈C is
modeled as a straight line instead of the proposed polyline.
The simplified channel model for ci only has one segment
si,0 and two bending points bi,0 and bi,1, where bi,0 and
bi,1 represent both the channels ends and the segment ends.
Regarding the relatively large number of control channels,
Columba collects control channels whose ends share the same
coordinates as control channel bundles, and performs routing
for control channel bundles instead of explicit control channel
routing. For example, if ma and mb are two modules with
center points (ma,x,ma,y) and (mb,x,mb,y), Ca,b are the set
of all control channels that connect ma with mb, i.e. ∀ck ∈
Ca,b, Bck ={(ma,x,ma,y),(mb,x,mb,y)}, then all channels in
Ca,b are collected to form a control channel bundle c̊a,b, which
is routed as a single control channel in the global layout
generation phase. We introduce an integer variable nc̊a,b

to
denote the number of control channels contained in c̊a,b, i.e.,
nc̊a,b

= |Ca,b|, for channel restoration in the posterior phase.
In addition, we do not consider the area consumption of

control and flow inlets/outlets, and omit all channels connected
to control and flow inlets/outlets in this phase.
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ninm1
=7

nc̊1,2 =2

Cvm2
=2

(a) (b)

Cvm3
=6

Cvm1
=7

nc̊1,3 =5

ninm3
=1

m2

m3

m1

Figure 6: (a) An example of pressure-sharing result. (b) A
possible layout based on (a) after splitting bundles, allocating
pins, and restoring control inlets.

2) Pressure Sharing

On mLSI, a valve has two states: open indicates that the
valve is not actuated; and closed indicates that the valve is
actuated and thus its underlying flow channel is blocked. If
several valves are sequentially connected to the same control
inlet, we can assume that these valves share the same status,
since pressure from the control inlet will be transported along
the entire control channel and actuates all the passing valves.
We call this feature pressure sharing. In this work, we consider
pressure sharing as a feature among modules. For arbitrary
two modules ma,mb∈M , if there exists a valve va in ma

and a valve vb in mb, where va and vb are connected to the
same control inlet, we say ma shares pressure with mb. The
valves that belong to the same module, e.g., peristaltic valves
sequentially connected in a mixer, will not be discussed as
pressure sharing objects.

Based on different triggering conditions, we classify pres-
suring sharing into two categories: passive pressure sharing
and active pressure sharing.

Passive pressuring sharing has been discussed in [8], re-
ferred as ”valve compatibility”. [8] introduces a new valve
status: X , which represents don’t care, indicating that the
module that the valve belongs to is idling, and thus the status
of the valve has no impact on the application. Therefore, if
two modules do not have any overlapping working period,
i.e., one of the two modules must idle when the other one
is working, all valves in the idling module are in status X
and can be arbitrarily actuated. Columba takes advantage of
this feature and allows modules without overlapping working
period to share pressure with each other. For two modules ma

and mb that are allowed to share pressure, Columba assigns
two control channel bundles c̊a,b ,̊cb,a to them, and introduces
the following constraints:

nc̊a,b
−q5M≤0, (21)

nc̊b,a−q6M≤0, (22)
q5+q6≤1, (23)

where q5 and q6 are auxiliary binary variables, and M is an
extremely large auxiliary constant. Above constraints make
sure that at least one of nc̊a,b

,nc̊b,a must be 0, i.e., c̊a,b ,̊cb,a
cannot both exist. According to the direction of pressure

m1 m2

Figure 7: Straight channel connection between parallel mod-
ules without causing overlapping of vitual rectangles.

transportation, we call c̊a,b an outgoing channel bundle of ma,
and an incoming channel bundle of mb. For each module mj ,
valves that belong to mj receive pressure either directly from
control inlets, or from other modules via incoming control
channel bundles of mj . We introduce an integer variable ninmj

to represent the number of control inlets that are connected to
mj , a set Cin,mj that contains all the incoming channel bundles
of mj , a set Cout,mj

that contains all the outgoing channel
bundles of mj , and a constant Cvmj

to represent the number
of valves that demand individual control in mj . For valves
that are sequentially connected in the same module, e.g., a
pump in a mixer, we consider that only one valve demands
individual control. The pressure sharing condition thus can be
modeled as the following constraints:

ninmj
+

∑
c̊k,j∈Cin,mj

nc̊k,j
=Cvmj

, (24)

∑
c̊j,k∈Cout,mj

nc̊j,k≤Cvmj
. (25)

Constraint (24) makes sure that every valve or pump must
be connected either directly to a control inlet, or to another
module via an incoming control channel bundle. Constraint
(25) makes sure that the total number of control channels
contained in the outgoing control channel bundles of mj

does not surpass the number of valves in mj that demands
individual control.

An example of the modeling results for passive pressure
sharing is shown in Figure 6(a). m1 is a mixer containing 7
valves that require individual control according to our module
model library. All these valves are directly connected to 7
control inlets. m1 shares pressure with a chamber m2 and a
switch m3, which contain 2 and 6 valves, respectively. All
valves in m2 are connected via c̊m1,2 to m1. One valve in m3

is connected to a control inlet, and all the rest are connected
via c̊1,3 to m1. Figure 6(b) shows a possible physical layout
of the chip that can be generated in later phases based on the
pressure sharing modeling results. Flow channels outside the
modules are omitted in Figure 6(b) since they are not related
to pressure sharing.

Active pressure sharing is required by some application
protocols to ensure synchronous pressure transportation. [23]
has discussed some common execution limitations in biolog-
ical applications, one of which is parallel execution. Large
biological applications are usually composed of replicate oper-
ations to improve throughput [3] [24] [25] [26]. These replicate
operations are executed in parallel and require synchronous
valve control to streamline the process. We call the modules
for executing the replicate operations parallel modules. Since
parallel modules share the same module model, their valves
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at the same relative locations can be directly connected to
share pressure, as shown in Figure 7. For a group of n
parallel modules mp,··· ,mp+n−1, Columba applies constraints
(24) and (25) to them, builds up a group of channel bundles
c̊k,k+1, k∈N,p≤k<p+n−1, and introduces the following
constraints:

ninmp
=Cvmp

, (26)

noutmp+n−1
=0, (27)

nc̊k,k+1
=Cvmp

, (28)

making sure that the pressure shared by parallel modules are
transported sequentially from a group of control inlets to every
parallel module.

3) Opposite Neighbor Modules

As mentioned in Section II, a module model can be regarded
as a bounding box with pins on its boundary. Modules that
have a logic connection according to the input netlist need
to be physically connected by flow channels via flow pins,
and modules that share pressure with each other need to
be connected by control channels via control pins. In the
global layout generation phase, we propose a heuristic method
regarding the pin location of modules to provide convenience
for explicit channel routing in the posterior synthesis phases.

Our input netlist of the physical synthesis phase specifies the
flow layer logic connections among modules. Mixer modules
and reaction chamber modules that are logically connected in
the flow layer are defined as flow neighbors. Flow neighbors
must be connected via flow pins. In our proposed module
models for mixers and reaction chambers, each module has
two flow pins, which means that each module can have no
more than two flow neighbors. For a mixer or a reaction
chamber module mj , we denote its two flow neighbors as
mjn1

and mjn2
. As shown in our module model library in

Section II, the two flow pins of mj are located at the opposite
module boundaries. In order to prevent long detours of flow
channels, we introduce the following constraints to place mjn1

and mjn2
at the opposite sides of mj , and thus enable them

to be connected straightforward to the opposite flow pins of
mj :

mjn1
,ri≤mj,le−ρn+q7M, (29)

mj,ri≤mjn2 ,le
−ρn+q7M, (30)

mjn1
,le≥mj,ri+ρn−q8M, (31)

mj,le≥mjn2
,ri+ρn−q8M, (32)

mjn1 ,up
≤mj,lo−ρn+q9M, (33)

mj,up≤mjn2
,lo−ρn+q9M, (34)

mjn1 ,lo
≥mj,up+ρn−q10M, (35)

mj,lo≥mjn2
,up+ρn−q10M, (36)

q7+q8+q9+q10 =3, (37)

where ρn is a user-defined constant representing the spacing
distance between flow neighbors, q7, q8, q9, and q10 are auxil-
iary binary variables, one of which must be set to 0 according
to constraint (37), representing an alignment possibility. For
example, if q7 is set to 0, it means that mjn1

is located at

the left side of mj and mjn2
is located at the right side of

mj . Note that in the global layout generation phase, modules
are modeled as square bounding boxes without orientation.
Therefore, flow neighbors of mj can be placed either at the
horizontally opposite sides of mj or at the vertically opposite
sides of mj . The orientation of mj can be fixed according to
different modeling results of flow neighbor locations. If the
two flow neighbors of mj are placed horizontally opposite
of each other, mj will be placed horizontally as well, as
shown in Figure 2(a), so that its two flow neighbors can easily
access their corresponding flow pins. Analogously, if the flow
neighbors of mj are placed at the vertically opposite sides of
mj , mj will be placed vertically, too, so that its flow pins can
be accessed on the upper and lower module boundaries.

Mixer and reaction chamber modules that share pressure
need to be connected by control channels via control pins. For
a group of parallel modules that share pressure actively, each
module is connected with no more than two other modules in
the control layer. We call parallel modules that are directly
connected in the control layer control neighbors. In our
module models for mixers and reaction chambers, the module
boundaries that control pins belong to are perpendicular to the
module boundaries that flow pins belong to. For example, if a
mixer or a reaction chamber module mj is placed horizontally
with flow pins on its left and right module boundaries, the
control pins of mj must be on the upper and lower module
boundaries. Therefore, we introduce the following constraints
to each group of parallel modules mp,··· ,mp+n−1, to let the
control neighbors of each module in this group be placed at
the direction perpendicular to its flow neighbors.
∀p≤k<p+n−1, k∈N:

mk+1,x≤mk,x+q7M, (38)
mk,x≤mk+1,x+q7M, (39)
mk+1,x≤mk,x+q8M, (40)
mk,x≤mk+1,x+q8M, (41)
mk+1,y≤mk,y+q9M, (42)
mk,y≤mk+1,y+q9M, (43)
mk+1,y≤mk,y+q10M, (44)
mk,y≤mk+1,y+q10M. (45)

If a flow neighbor of mk is placed at the left or the right
side of mk, i.e., q7 or q8 is set to 0 according to constraints
(29)-(32), the x-coordinate of mk and mk+1 are forced to be
the same according to constraints (29)-(32). Analogously, if a
flow neighbor of mk is placed at the upper or the lower side of
mk, i.e., q9 or q10 is set to 0 according to constraints (33)-(36),
the y-coordinate of mk and mk+1 are forced to be the same
according to constraints (42)-(45). Note that we force parallel
modules to be placed in alignment. As shown in Figure 7,
our module models support straightforward control channel
connections between parallel modules that are in alignment,
and thus much routing effort can be saved.

4) Global Layout Generation Model

In the global layout generation phase, besides the gen-
eral optimization objectives as mentioned in Section V-A3,
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Columba also aims to minimize the number of control inlets
when determining the control layer layout. Thus, the global
layout generation model can be formulated as follows:

Minimize:

αdτ+α1xτ+α2yτ+β
∑
ci∈C

∑
segi,k∈Sci

li,k+γ
∑
mj∈M

ninmj

Subject to: (1)–(45)

where α, α1, α2, β, and γ are adjustable weight coefficients.

C. Pin Allocation

After the global layout generation phase, Columba obtains
a layout topology where channels are routed to module center
points instead of pins. The pin allocation phase restores the
original models for modules and channels, and routes channels
back to pins.

1) Model Restoration for Modules and Channels

In the global layout generation phase, modules are modeled
as square bounding boxes without pins. We restore the original
module models proposed in Section II in the pin allocation
phase. For a module mj , we denote the set of its control pins
as Pj,c and the set of its flow pins as Pj,f . We index all pins as
shown in Figure 2, and denote the k-th control (resp. flow) pin
of a module mj as pj,k (resp. p′j,k). The coordinates of pj,k
(resp. p′j,k) can be calculated as (mj,x+κj,k,x,mj,y+κj,k,y)
(resp. (mj,x+κ′j,k,x,mj,y+κ′j,k,y)), where κj,k,x (resp.κ′j,k,x)
and κj,k,y (resp.κ′j,k,y) are constants indicating the horizontal
and vertical offset distances from the center point of mj to
pj,k (resp. p′j,k).

In the global layout generation phase, control channels
between two modules ma and mb are collected as a control
bundle c̊a,b, specified with an integer nc̊a,b

indicating the
number of actual control channels contained in the channel
bundle. We split a channel bundle c̊a,b back to nc̊a,b

explicit
control channels in the pin allocation phase. We call the control
channels split from c̊a,b outgoing control channels of ma, and
incoming control channels of mb. For a module mj , we denote
the set of all its incoming (resp. outgoing) control channels
as Ccin,mj

(resp. Ccout,mj
). Analogously, we denote the set

of incoming (resp. outgoing) flow channels of mj as Cfin,mj

(resp. Cfout,mj ).

2) Routing Channels to Pins

We introduce an auxiliary binary variable qci,pj,k (resp.
qci,p′j,k ) to indicate whether a control (resp. flow) channel ci is
connected to a module mj via pin pj,k (resp. p′j,k). We apply
the following constraints to each module mi to make sure that
each pin of mi is accessed by no more than one channel:

∀pj,k∈Pj,c,
∑

ci∈Ccin,mj
∪Ccout,mj

qci,pj,k≤1, (46)

∀p′j,k∈Pj,f ,
∑

ci∈Cfin,mj
∪Cfout,mj

qci,p′j,k≤1. (47)

Then we introduce the following constraints to each channel
ci that is connected to mj to make sure that ci is connected

to exactly one pin of mj :

∀ci∈Ccin,mj∪Ccout,mj ,
∑

pj,k∈Pj,c

qci,pj,k =1, (48)

∀ci∈Cfin,mj∪Cfout,mj ,
∑

p′j,k∈Pj,f

qci,p′j,k =1. (49)

Thus, for each incoming control channel ci ∈Ccin,mj with
bending points b0,··· ,bn−1, we introduce the following con-
straints to model its pin connection:

bi,n−1,x=mj,x+
∑

pj,k∈Pj,c

qci,pj,kκj,k,x, (50)

bi,n−1,y=mj,y+
∑

pj,k∈Pj,c

qci,pj,kκj,k,y, (51)

making sure that if qci,pj,k is set to 1, the control channel end
bi,n−1 and the pin pj,k will have the same coordinate. Similar
constraints are also introduced to each outgoing control chan-
nel ci∈Ccout,mj

, only with different notation of the channel
end:

bi,0,x=mj,x+
∑

pj,k∈Pj,c

qci,pj,kκj,k,x, (52)

bi,0,y=mj,y+
∑

pj,k∈Pj,c

qci,pj,kκj,k,y. (53)

Analogous constraints are also introduced to flow channels
and flow pins, only with different pin notations. We omit the
detailed constraints in this work due to the similarity.

3) Pin Binding Options

In this paragraph, we call a valve or a pump that requires
individual control a controlled unit. Our module model pro-
vides multiple pin binding options for each controlled unit
as mentioned in Table I. These options are derived from the
following modeling features.

In our module models, each controlled unit can be ac-
cessed via several different pins. For example, as shown in
Figure 2(a), v0 can be accessed either via p0 or p1, and pump
P can be accessed via p12, p13, p14, or p15. The pin access
options of a controlled unit uh in a module mj depends on the
inner-structure of mj , which is specified in our module library.
We denote the set of all pin access options of uh in mj as
Pmj ,uh

and introduce the following constraints to make sure
that each controlled unit is connected to exactly one incoming
control channel. ∑

ci∈Ccin,mj

∑
pj,k∈Pmj,uh

qci,pj,k =1. (54)

In our model, a controlled unit is either the end of a pressure
transportation path, or a transfer station of a pressure trans-
portation path. Therefore, a controlled unit uh in a module mj

can be connected to no more than one outgoing control channel
of mj . We model this feature as the following constraint:∑

ci∈Ccout,mj

∑
pj,k∈Pmj,uh

qci,pj,k≤1. (55)

For a controlled unit uh in a mixer module mj , there may
exist pin access options pj,k1 ,pj,k2 ∈Pmj ,uh

that are very close
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to each other. For example, as shown in Figure 2(a), v2 can be
accessed via both p4 and p5. Since p4 and p5 are close to each
other (the distance between p4 and p5 is 200µm), connecting
v2 to p4 or p5 will not make much difference in the routing
results. In this case, we introduce a priority between p4 and p5

to shrink the solution space and thus save computation effort.
For pj,k1 ,pj,k2 ∈Pmj ,uh

, if pj,k1 has a higher priority than
pj,k2 , we introduce the following constraint:∑

ci∈Ccin,mj
∪Ccout,mj

qj,k2≤
∑

ci∈Ccin,mj
∪Ccout,mj

qj,k1 , (56)

which means that a control channel connected to mj can only
access pin pj,k2 , if pj,k1 has already been accessed by other
channels.

In our mixer and switch modules, some pin binding options
serve similar functionality. For example, both {pj,12,pj,14} and
{pj,12,pj,15} support the functionality to access the pump in
mj via two pins on opposite module boundaries. To shrink
the solution space and thus save computation effort, we mark
one of the two binding options (in this case {pj,12,pj,15})
as insignificant, and remove it from the model. For the pin
binding options {pj,k1 ,pj,k2} that are marked as insignificant,
we introduce the following constraint:∑

ci∈Ccin,mj
∪Ccout,mj

qj,k1 +
∑

ci∈Ccin,mj
∪Ccout,mj

qj,k2≤1. (57)

In our switch modules, as mentioned in Section II, a flow
channel junction can be directly accessed by exactly one of
the flow pins on opposite module boundaries. We denote the
flow pin pairs connected to the same flow channel junction
of a switch mj as p′j,k and p′

j,k̄
and introduce the following

constraint: ∑
ci∈Cfin,mj

∪Cfout,mj

qj,k+
∑

ci∈Cfin,mj
∪Cfout,mj

qj,k̄=1. (58)

4) Lagrangian Relaxation

In the pin allocation phase, control channel bundles are split
into explicit control channels and thus require more chip area.
In order to negotiate the area consumption of modules and
channels, we allow the location of modules to be moved in
a limited range compared with the global layout generated in
the first phase. Moreover, we modify the constraint (20), which
prohibits overlapping among rectangles ra and rb representing
modules or channels, as follows:

q1+q2+q3+q4 =3+λa,b, (59)

thereof λa,b is the Lagrange multiplier, the minimization
of which is included in the optimization targets. If λa,b is
equal to 0, (59) is the same as (20), and one constraint among
(16)-(19) has to be non-trivial, indicating a non-overlapping
situation. If the overlapping is inevitable with the current
channel models and module locations, λa,b has to be set to 1.
In this case, the pin allocation phase will be re-run and new
bending points will be added to the channels with conflicts,
thus enabling a detour around the conflict area. As shown
in Figure 8(a), the initial states of channel c1 and c2 result
in an inevitable crossing, considering their limited floating

b2,k2

b1,k1

floating range of bending points

c1

c2

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) An example of channel crossing. (b) An example
of inserting new bending points.

ranges. Therefore, we insert new bending points b1,k1 to c1
and b2,k2 to c2, the coordinates of which are constrained by
the locations of all existing binding points along c1 and c2 as
shown in Figure 8(a). With the new bending points, now the
crossing can be avoided as shown in Figure 8(b).

5) Pin Allocation Model

We add the minimization of the Lagrange multiplier λa,b
into the optimization objective of the pin allocation model,
and formulate the model as the following:

Minimize:

αdτ+α1xτ+α2yτ+β
∑
ci∈C

∑
segi,k∈Sci

li,k+ξ
∑

(ra,rb)∈L

λa,b

Subject to: (1)–(19), (46)–(59)

where α, α1, α2, β, and ξ are adjustable weight coefficients,
and L represents the set of all nearby rectangles for modules
and channels. The pin allocation phase terminates when the
sum of Lagrange multipliers

∑
(ra,rb)∈Lλa,b is minimized to

0.

D. Inlet/Outlet Restoration

In the global layout generation phase and pin allocation
phase, Columba omits the area consumption for flow and
control inlets/outlets. Since inlets/outlets have a simple phys-
ical structure with only one pin and no valves, it is not
so complicated to restore them in the inlet/outlet restoration
phase.

In the inlet/outlet restoration phase, Columba restores the in-
lets/outlets by adding them to the non-overlapping constraints
(16)-(19) and (59). Each inlet/outlet is modeled as a rectangle
like other modules, and is prevented from overlapping with
other modules and channels. The optimization objective, re-
lated constraints, as well as the termination control are kept
the same as in the pin allocation phase.

E. Refinement

In previous phases, Columba focuses on finding a feasible
solution. The modeling result of the inlet/outlet restoration
phase is a valid design that fulfills all design rules, but can
be further improved in the refinement phase by adjusting
the weight coefficients of the optimization objetives. As in
previous phases, modules are allowed to be moved in a
limited range in this phase. The generated design will be
compared with the design generated in the last phase or in
the last iteration, and the refinement phase terminates when
the improvement is less than a given threshold.
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TABLE II: Generated design features.

application ver. D(mm2) L(mm) #(m,r,s,fin/out,cin) T

kinase Columba1.0 15.05 × 15.05 163.54 2, 2, 3, 7, 24 5m22s
act. [24] Columba2.0 17.20 × 15.00 174.65 2, 2, 3, 7, 15 1m14s

nucleic acid Columba1.0 18.35 × 18.15 252.83 3, 3, 3, 11, 40 9m5s
proc. [3] Columba2.0 16.30 × 24.55 257.50 3, 3, 3, 11, 17 5m20s

ChIP Columba1.0 27.95 × 26.65 298.25 5, 4, 2, 17, 44 9m56s
(4IP) [25] Columba2.0 14.20 × 43.50 261.55 5, 4, 2, 17, 26 4m25s

mRNA Columba1.0 22.77 × 24.30 564.01 4, 4, 3, 18, 54 34m42s
iso. [26] Columba2.0 29.10 × 21.25 388.55 4, 4, 3, 18, 23 23m49s

ChIP Columba1.0 38.15 × 38.11 556.42 11, 10, 2, 23, 100 46m10s
(10IP) Columba2.0 47.90 × 36.45 494.60 11, 10, 2, 23, 31 23m35s

cell-free Columba1.0 n/a n/a 8, 0, 2, 10, 75 > 10hr
bio. net. [29] Columba2.0 20.00 × 37.00 477.05 8, 0, 2, 10, 24 10m32s

D: chip dimension. L: total length of channels. #m, #r, #s, #fi/o, #ci: number
of mixers, reaction chambers, switches, flow inlets/outlets, and control inlets. T : program
runtime.

VI. RESULT INTERPRETION – AUTOCAD INTERFACE

After the physical synthesis, Columba interprets the model-
ing results and outputs a series of drawing commands into an
AutoCAD script file, which can be directly read by AutoCAD
and then exported for mask fabrication.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Columba is implemented in C++, and applies the Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) solver Gurobi [27] to
solve its mathematical model. We run Columba on a computer
with 2.40 GHz CPU to perform automatic design for five
applications.

The design rules we adopted for the test cases are from the
Stanford Foundry [7]: the width of flow channels and valves is
100µm, the width of control channels is 30µm, the minimum
spacing distance between channels is 100µm, the size of a
flow/control inlet is 1mm×1mm, and the center-to-center
distance between inlets/outlets is 2mm.

Table II shows the feature values of the designs output by
Columba. The first five test cases are from the the previous
version of Columba [28] (Columba 1.0), and the last test case
is new [29]. The first four test cases are based on the manual
designs shown in [3], [24], [25], and [26], respectively, and
the fifth test case is a synthetic chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) application with 10 replicate immunoprecipitation (IP)
operations, based on [25]. We record the dimension D(mm2),
total channel length L(mm), and the number of different
modules #(m,r,s,fin/out,cin) of the designs generated by the
previous version of Columba [28] (Columba 1.0) and by
the current version of Columba (Columba 2.0). The program
runtime for generating these designs is denoted as T .

As shown in Table II, for each application, the designs
output by Columba 1.0 and 2.0 have similar dimensions. In
general, Columba 1.0 generates designs with more balanced
x-y-dimensions, because Columba 1.0 does not support active
pressure sharing among parallel modules. Parallel modules are
required to be placed in alignment in Columba 2.0, and thus
may require larger x- or y-dimension.

In most cases, Columba 2.0 achieves channel length re-
duction and significant control inlets reduction compared with
Columba 1.0, mainly owing to the improved module models.
Our new module models allow control channels to pass

(b)

(a)

Figure 9: Input and output of Columba 2.0 for kinase activity
application [24]. (a) Input primitive netlist. (b) Fabricated chip.

through modules via pins on opposite module boundaries, and
thus avoid long detour of control channels and enable more
pressure sharing options. Besides, active pressure sharing also
contributes to the control inlets reduction.

The program runtime of both Columba 1.0 and Columba 2.0
increases with the complexity of the input application. Com-
pared with Columba 1.0, Columba 2.0 achieves significant
runtime reduction, resulting mainly from three approaches:
1. The above-mentioned improvement of module models im-
proves the routability of the design and reduces the time
for finding feasible solutions. 2. In-alignment-placed parallel
modules shrink the solution space. 3. The reduced number
of control inlets alleviates the computational effort of the
inlet/outlet restoration phase.

Columba is the first design automation tool that can seam-
lessly synchronize with the manufacturing flow. We show four
synthesized designs, two of which have been fabricated, and
discuss their properties from different perspectives.

Figure 9 shows the input primitive netlist and the output
design for a kinase activity application [24]. The input primi-
tive netlist (Figure 9(a)) looks like a high-level programming
language consisting of three parts (columns): module declara-
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Figure 10: Demonstration of red and blue food dyes mixing
in two reaction chambers. (a) t=0s. (b) t=2s. (c) t=8s.

Figure 11: Demonstration of fluidic control using pneumatic
valves. (a)(b) Red and blue dyes are filled alternately in the
two reaction chambers.

tion, which specifies the type, name, and dimensions of each
module; netlist description, which specifies the communication
among modules; and special constraints/demands. With the
primitive netlist and the design rules, Columba synthesizes the
design completely automatically. Though this is the smallest
design in our test cases and only involves two mixers and two
chambers, it requires sophisticated valve control to support the
application execution, and thus results in a complex control
layer physical structure. Figure 9(b) shows a photo of the
fabricated chip, mirrored from the design output by Columba.
The flow layer of the chip is marked by red food dye, and the
control layer of the chip is marked by green food dye.

Figures 10–12 demonstrate two essential functions: mix-
ing and fluid routing, performed on our Columba-generated
designs. Figure 10 demonstrates the mixing of red and blue
food dyes in the reaction chambers on our microfluidic device.
At t= 0s (Figure 10(a)) red dye filled both chambers, and
the valves were closed. At t= 2s (Figure 10(b)) the right
valves were opened. Blue dye was allowed to fill half of each
chamber, and mixing occurred (Figure 10(c)). This function
can be employed for biologically relevant studies requiring
the reaction or incubation of two fluids. (See Supplementary
Video ”ChamberMixing.gif” [30])

Figure 11 demonstrates fluidic control using pneumatic
valves. Both red and blue dyes were made to alternate between
the top and bottom reaction chambers, showing the ability to
control fluidic movement on-chip as required for different ap-
plications. (See Supplementary Video ”FluidRouting.gif” [30])

Figure 12 demonstrates the function of our rotary mixer.
At first, half of the mixer is filled with red dye and the other
half is filled with blue dye (Figure 12(a)). Then the peristaltic
pump is actuated to move fluids circularly around the mixer
(Figure 12(b)). The mixing of two fluids is an integral step in
many biochemical, biophysical and biomedical studies. (See

Figure 12: Demonstration of mixing function in the rotary
mixer. (a) Before mixing. (b) During mixing.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 13: Design of a nucleic acid processor [3] synthesized
by Columba 2.0. (a) Flow layer layout (b) Control layer layout
(c) Fabricated chip.

Supplementary Video ”RotaryMixerMixing.gif” [30])
Figure 13 shows the design of a nucleic acid processor [3]

synthesized by Columba 2.0. The design contains three mixers
and three reaction chambers. Different from the rectangular
mixers applied in the kinase activity design, all mixer modules
specified for the nucleic acid processor have the same x- and y-
dimension. Columba provides a modification-friendly module
model library that allows its user to define the dimensions of
their required modules. Compared with the design synthesized
by Columba 1.0, more than half control inlets are saved in the
design synthesized by Columba 2.0.

We show the complete physical synthesis flow for our
largest application ChIP (10IP) in Figure 14. The application
requires one mixer for chromatin process (Ch) and ten parallel
mixers as well as 10 parallel chambers for ten replicate
immunoprecipitation processes (IP). Columba first determines
the basic layout topology for this design in its global layout
generation phase, as shown in Figure 14(a). In this phase,
modules are simplified as square bounding boxes; channels
are simplified as straight lines; control channels between the
same modules are collected as control channel bundles; and
inlets/outlets are omitted. The basic layout topology is then de-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 14: Resultant graphs of the design for ChIP (10IP). (a) Phase 1. (b) Phase 2. (c) Phase 3. (d) Phase 4 (final).

tailed in the pin allocation phase, as shown in Figure 14(b). In
this phase, modules are restored as their original dimensions,
and channels are modeled as polylines connected to pins on
module boundaries. This design is further complemented in
the inlet/outlet restoration phase, as shown in Figure 14(c).
We can see from the figures that the chip area is gradually
reduced as the design is detailed phase by phase. Figure 14(d)
shows the final design after the refinement phase, which is
zoomed in for a clear vision.

As the complexity of the biological application increases,
the physical structure of the continuous-flow microfluidics
becomes more complex, which leads to huge difficulty in
manual design. Columba provides a design automation so-
lution to solve this problem, and will be a milestone to the
industrialization of continuous-flow microfluidics.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

In this work, we proposed the co-layout synthesis tool
Columba that can synthesize manufacturing-ready designs for
continuous-flow microfluidic large-scale integration (mLSI)
from plain-text netlist descriptions. Columba enables easy
adaption to the continuous innovation of bioengineering by
applying an extendable module model library. New microflu-
idic components and variants of existing microfluidic com-
ponents can be easily modeled as modules with pin binding
options, and thus fit into our proposed optimization model.
In future work, we would synchronize Columba with front-
end research [31] to enlarge its application scope. We aim
to propose a complete design automation tool, to which the
user can send either high-level abstract application protocols
or low-level physical netlist descriptions as the inputs. We
would also further analyze the difference between the manual
designs and the computer-generated designs. We aim to run
real applications on the designs output by Columba.
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